Before your first event...
So, you've decided to come and play Triumph! We're sure you're going to have a great time. To
help you enjoy the game, we've got a few things for you to read over, and be sure you've done
ahead of time.
Here's a checklist to make sure you're ready to go!Have you read all the information available on
the website?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Have you downloaded and read the manual? No? Go HERE.
Have you decided to volunteer as an NPC, or play a character of your own?
If PC'ing, have you contacted Dave Bledsoe with your character information?
Do you understand all of the policies and safety rules of Triumph?
Have you had all of your questions answered by contacting Logistics or by posting on the
forums?
6. Have you prepared yourself to portray your character, with costume, makeup if needed,
and gear?
7. Have you assembled all the things you need to take to the event: sleeping gear if needed,
change of clothes if wet, food, money, medications if needed, your *Feast Kit, and any
other items you might need? Go HERE for a comprehensive list of what to bring.
8. Have you received confirmation from Triumph Logistics that your character is ready or
your NPC volunteering has been noted?
If you can make your way down the list and have answered "yes" to all these items,
congratulations, you're ready to go! You'll want to pay attention to the web link for Check
In/Check Out for further instruction.
You can expect to meet a lot of interesting characters in the world of Lantai, and you should be
able to have some fairly interesting adventures and interactions. Remember that from the time
you finish check in, to the time you start check out, you are in the game!
*Feast Kit: as of 2012 Triumph will no longer be supplying disposable plates, cups, or eating
utensils. It is up to each player to provide their own. It is our hope that by doing this we will
not only be able to save money & reduce our trash, but players will take it upon themselves to
supply a period looking "feast kit." Things will still be provided for NPCs and kits may be
open for player purchase if available.

